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Didcom is an engineering and development company 
technological, focused on offering solutions technology 
in the areas of electronic engineering, communication 
infrastructure, software development
and specialized products for the industry and sector of 
motor transport

We offer to the international market complete solutions of 
Hardware, Software and Firmware, backed with custom support 
and more than 10 years of experience, time in which we have 
Managed to obtain a series of patents that legitimize our level of 
innovation.

We specialize in strengthening the monitoring functions of the 
condition of vehicle fleets, their drivers and engines, at design 
developments that reduce costs, improve operational efficiency, 
analyze the different problems, detect trends in component fai-
lures, replace maintenance corrective by predictive, predict user 
satisfaction, among many other points of interest.
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We are passionate about promoting a culture of innovation that 
perfects the operation of the production chain through designs, 
developments and integrations of computer electronic systems; 
We build cutting-edge technological solutions, according to the 
specific needs of the market and our customers, always based on 
imagination and innovation for their growth and consolidation

Custom development
what you want as you need it

Hardware

Firmware

Software
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Our technological developments are oriented in capitalize 
business decisions, implement strategies and measure the 

operation, all with the purpose of generating a value added to 
the interpretation of the information to facilitate operational 

decisions in a dynamic and simple way.
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0112 · Request

· Investigation

· Conceptualization
of Services

· Business analysis

· Engineering Designs:
Electronics & Mechanics

· Engineering Designs:
Software, Firmware

· Tests and
Functionality

· Advanced Product
Manufacturing

· Commercialization

· Implementation

· Support

· Prototypes
and Concept Tests

Our work methodology

Our strengths
+ Requirements conceptualization
+ Flexibility and creativity of development
+ Agile communication dynamics
+ Efficiency in work organization
+ Results according to requirement
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Convert information into operation indicators
The solution for your needs in Health and Engine Analysis
Multi brand automotive protocol reading device which converts 
CAN proprietary protocols of different speeds to the J1939 stan-
dard protocol, obtaining as a result parameters and fault codes, 
also works as a filter bypass which only allows readings of diffe-
rent parameters under programming.

 

Scale logistics intelligence in transport
The solution for your needs in Sensor Monitoring
Integration and staggering device of different types of sensors 
quickly and easily, its main feature is its flexibility of growth and 
adaptation according to the need.

 

Products that provide real solutions
We offer a wide catalog of products, specially developed for needs of the motor 

transport industry.
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Supervises and ensures compliance with the cold chain
The solution for your needs in Temperature Monitoring
Temperature monitoring kit, and precise control of the ambient 
temperature ranges in different regions of the vehicle unit using 
sensors, either on a passenger bus or a cold cargo trailer food 
delivery truck.

Efficientize fuel through driving analysis
The solution for your Fuel Performance Monitoring needs
Device that notifies the fuel efficiency in the operation conti-
nuously, with analysis of the behavior of the parameters that 
directly influence its result.
 

Analyze the operation and protect your engine automatically
The solution for your needs in Engine Analysis and Protection
Device that interprets and records in real time the different pa-
rameters that are available in the CAN communication network 
to know driving habits, also avoids considerable damage to the 
engine autonomously, protecting it from operating conditions out 
of range and acting at the moment.

Get traceability of use and avoid coupling errors
The solution for your Trailer Identification needs
Devices that monitor and identify the trailer connected to the 
truck quickly and easily, with real-time information on the loca-
tion, date and time of the coupling and verification of the trailer 
ID assigned to the truck.
 

Provides passenger safety on board and controls the capacity
The solution for your Passenger Identification needs
Device that monitors and identifies the industrial and student 
passage, through RFID control, registers the passenger each time 
he approaches or descends from the vehicle unit, linking the-
se data with the GPS positioning, provides the security that the 
passenger uses transportation in the corresponding geographical 
points.

Remotely control the functionality of your fleet
The solution for your needs in Remote Status Control
Device that controls activation or deactivation of signals (I / O) 
of any accessory or device in a safe and remote way. Before each 
instruction, a password is requested from the user and then a 
token, measures with which the good use, responsibility and 
security of the event is guaranteed.
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Mission
+ We are at the forefront of telemetry technological advances
+ We encourage the imagination and creativity of our team
+ We provide optimal and efficient solutions to market needs, 
achieving your total satisfaction
+ We surprise our clients through excellent service and attention
+ We maintain an intelligent, transparent and efficient resource 
management that allows the growth and multiplication of these.
+ We offer our human capital tools and constant training for their 
personal, integral and professional development.

Our values

Honesty HumanismCompetitiveness Integrity & loyaltyPunctuality Commitment

In didcom, dynamism, capacity has always been valued, the effort, 
professionalism and especially teamwork to generate and apply 

new knowledge that allows us to offer high quality technology pro-
ducts and services, but most importantly that we always highlight 

are our values, which they will always be the basis of our principles 
as a company.

If it can be measured,
can be improved

Yojanan Cornejo Chait
CEO didcom

Vision
We are world leaders in 
cutting-edge telematics 
solutions specialized in 
transport
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Our Story

Our commitment
+ Always be innovative
+ Provide personalized attention

Didcom , a Mexican company located in the north of the country, 
in the desert state of Sonora, began in 2008 dedicated to provi-
de GPS technology services for the transport sector, then began 
to devise technological solutions that complement the vehicle 
location.

The meaning of DIDCOM is composed of 3 words, “Digital Dyna-
mic Communications” that describe the vision of our company to 
build communication platforms that dynamically and according 
to the needs of each client, generate useful information for deci-
sion making.

During the first years, we learned to identify the origin of the 
operative problem that was required to solve by our clients, 
this is where we detected our area of growth and consolidation 
opportunity, by creating specific technological solutions for each 
situation.

Gradually DIDCOM begins to expand internally, creating new 
areas of research and development in Electronic Engineering and 
Software Design, with the firm purpose of developing products 
and services that have two essential characteristics: “Flexibility” 
and “Integration” with the main foundation. to grow the level of 
the technological solution as it was required.

We have evolved as a company according to the achievements we 
have had, this has offered us a sustainable growth at the level of 
organization and infrastructure.

More than 10 years since our inception, DIDCOM develops ad-
vanced technology solutions which are marketed internationally, 
having a great acceptance by users, following the formula that 
has opened the doors to us since our inception: customize tech-
nological solutions according to requirements specific
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Let’s talk about success

“Didcom is a company with committed and professional staff, tra-
ined in the technologies they offer and are involved in the opera-
tion of the client’s business to propose an efficient solution. They 
have decision and discipline in the application of the solution 
until the sense of urgency objective is achieved.
The main differentiators of didcom are the human resource and 
service attitude, as well as the flexibility of its technology, which 
allows them to integrate into different business solutions”.

In didcom we have a commitment to our customers that is reflected 
in the customized products we create for them. We understand your 
needs, always maintaining the distinction in service, technological 

development and innovation to increase your operational and 
business profitability.

“Didcom is always one step ahead of customer needs, providing 
efficient and safe solutions. It offers excellent service and gua-
ranteed quality in all its products and services. They complement 
our decision making and help us provide a better service to our 
customers.
We have achieved an excellent growth relationship and we have 
great synergy due to the focus on innovation and constant creati-
vity that characterizes both companies”.

Cesar Ochoa
Innovation & Technological

Development Manager

Patricia Martínez
Monitoring Center Manager

“Didcom is a company with a high level of professionalism and a 
great sense of customer service. They have demonstrated to have 
a committed team and with great capacity to create technological 
solutions, that solve our needs responding with agility and with 
commitment of continuous improvement and constant innova-
tion. It is a team that has a balance between youth and expe-
rience, this is reflected in its energy, creativity and technological 
capacity for the development of specialized solutions.
The synergy between our companies has allowed us to create 
technological solutions tailored to meet our internal needs and 
those of our customers”.

“Didcom is a young and solid company that continues to sow and 
reap success, not only for its innovative products, but for having 
the vision of leveraging on technologies and being pioneers na-
tionwide in the constant search to solve problems and seek meet 
transportation needs in Mexico. They are a true strategic busi-
ness partner, which allows us to offer our customers high quality 
hardware and software products, backed by a highly trained and 
committed work team.
Didcom gives us importance through its staff. Its differentiator 
is definitely its ability to solve problems, and also offer a service 
that never ceases to amaze, for its commitment and flexibility”.

“Didcom is an effective professional company in the research and 
development of extensive technologies, dedicated and committed 
to the client to offer the best service in sales and technical su-
pport. They are always at the forefront of technologies and, above 
all, they always seek to innovate by improving their products.
We have experienced genuine involvement and commitment befo-
re various technical challenges. As a result, it has been possible to 
provide together functional technological solutions to our cus-
tomers. Its main differentiators are transparency and honesty, as 
well as fast and effective support from its technical support team 
and commercial team”.

Jesús Daniel Guerra
Management Trainee

Eduardo Valdez
CEO

Cesar Ortiz
Technical Services Manager
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A unique product, easily adaptable, was needed to let us 
know if the temperature was pleasant for our passengers 
regardless of their location on the bus.

Read more > 

New hardware should be developed to replace a 
discontinued one. The new hardware had to work with 
multiple vehicles of different brands (multiprotocol).

Read more > 

This solution would become the proposal of 
digital transformation and offer of telematic 

services of MAN Truck & Bus Mexico for the 
Mexican market

Read more > 

Read more success stories at www.didcom.com.mx
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didcom.com.mx/clientes/transpais
didcom.com.mx/clientes/ADO
didcom.com.mx/clientes/MAN
didcom.com.mx/clientes
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https://www.facebook.com/didcommx/
https://twitter.com/didcom_mx?lang=es
https://www.instagram.com/didcommx/
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